
In the hospitality industry, manual processes often lead to inefficiencies, errors, and increased costs.

Hotels struggle with excessive paperwork, slow audit procedures, and laborious reservation

management. These issues result in missed opportunities, backlogs, delays, unhappy guests, and

wasted resources. Furthermore, hotels frequently use systems that aren't synchronized or

integrated, necessitating manual reconciliation, and contributing to revenue losses.

CHALLENGES

SOLUTION
ARIEL - the Robotics Automation Platform leverages advanced robotics and specialized AI tailored

specifically for the hospitality sector. The robots collect data from a wide array of sources, including

financial systems, audit reports, guest records, reservation transactions, agency invoices, fees, and

beyond. The AI algorithms analyse the data derived from the robots and generate expert-level outcomes

for various tasks, including financial audits and reports, reservation handling, compliance checks, quality

assurance, irregularity detection, and beyond. Additionally, these algorithms perform routine checks, such

as reconciling credit card transactions, booking fees, loyalty points, AR Invoices and ensuring compliance

with regulations. The analytics results are presented on an advanced dashboard, providing users with

tools to efficiently address identify errors flagged by the AI checks and analytics, and facilitate manual

and robot-initiated system updates and corrections.
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Efficiency Amplified:

Centralized Operations:
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Benefits

ARIEL transforms hours of manual work into mere minutes,
automating tedious tasks like audit procedures, reservation
management, financial reporting, Credit Cards, , Booking
Fees, Loyalty Points reconciliations, Invoices and much
more handling with lightning speed and unparalleled
accuracy. Ease of Implementation:

ARIEL's user-friendly interface and quick setup make
integration a breeze, minimizing disruptions and enabling
hotels to reap the benefits of automation in no time.

ARIEL is flexible and customizable, allowing hotels to tailor
workflows to their specific needs and preferences, ensuring a
seamless fit with existing systems and operations.

Adaptability and Customization:

By reducing the need for manual labor and minimizing errors,
ARIEL delivers substantial cost savings for hotels, allowing
them to allocate resources more effectively and maximize
profitability.

Cost Savings Galore:

Built on the latest technology stack, including Azure cloud
infrastructure, ARIEL offers scalability, reliability, and security,
ensuring optimal performance and future-proofing hotel
operations.

Cutting-Edge Technology:

Guest Satisfaction Elevated:
With ARIEL handling operations seamlessly behind the
scenes, hotels can focus on delivering exceptional guest
experiences, leading to higher satisfaction rates and
increased loyalty

Proven Results:
With ARIEL, the benefits are tangible and immediate. Hotels
witness significant improvements in efficiency, accuracy, and
guest satisfaction from the moment they go live with the
system.ARIEL's sophisticated AI identifies potential revenue leakage

points and implements proactive measures to address them,
safeguarding hotel revenues and ensuring financial stability.

R evenue Leakage Plugged:

ARIEL centralizes and streamlines operations across hotel
groups, providing a unified platform for consistent
processes, data management, and performance monitoring.

Join the ARIEL revolution today and unlock a new era of efficiency, profitability, and guest
satisfaction for your hotel. Say goodbye to manual headaches and hello to streamlined operations
with ARIEL!
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Experience the ARIEL Advantage
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